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 Infanticide, Parricide, and Capital Punishment –  

The Criminal Prosecution of Jane Scott for Murder 1827. 

 

On 26 May 1827, a ‘Dreadful Murder’ was reported in the Midlands press to have taken 

place in the North of England: 

The town of Preston was thrown into great ferment during the last week, by the 
deaths of two old people named John and Mary Scott, who were poisoned by means 
of arsenic, unmixed, as is supposed, with oatmeal porridge; and the circumstances of 
the case as to cause the apprehension of their own daughter, Jane Scott. It appeared 
at the Inquest, that the daughter, who was a young woman of dissolute habits, has 
two or three times purchased arsenic at the shop of a druggist in Preston, under 
pretences [of poisoning rats] which turned out to be unfounded; that on Monday 
night she prepared some oatmeal porridge on which her father and mother supped 
but of which she did not partake…On opening the dead bodies, unequivocal marks of 
the presence of arsenic were detected in the stomach. Under these circumstances 
the Jury found a verdict of Wilful Murder against the daughter, and she was 
committed to Lancaster for trial. From the evidence of one of the witnesses, it 
appeared probable that she was desirous to obtain possession of the little property 
of her parents that she might induce a man to whom she was attached to marry her 
– Manchester Mercury.1 

 

All the leading English newspapers carried details of the shocking poisoning case – The 

Preston Pilot headlined with ‘A MAN AND HIS WIFE, SUPPOSED TO BE POISONED BY THEIR 

OWN DAUGHTER!’ –  whilst the Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser 

devoted half a page to the two-day Inquest hearing led by a local coroner and assembled 

jury men.2 On the night of the murders, Jane Scott, was arrested, placed in a lock-up, and 

then escorted by local constables to the coroner’s court the following morning. Local 

people, it was reported, were ‘agitated and angry’ and there was said to have been a great 

deal of ‘heightened interest in the case’. So much so that Jane Scott had been locked up for 

her own good. On the opening day of the Inquest, a leading editorial explained how ‘the 

 
1 ‘Case of Poisoning at Preston’, Leicester Chronicle, Volume 17, Issue 861, report of 26 May, 1827. 
2 See detailed reports and selection of quotes taken from Preston Pilot, 26 May 1827 and Manchester Courier 
and Lancashire General Advertiser, Volume 3, Issue 126, 26 May 1827. 
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 space between the prison and the Town Hall was crowded with people wanting to catch a 

glimpse of the prisoner on her way to the latter place’ – the Inquest being held in the Town 

Hall where the law courts were held by tradition. The court reporter mingled with those 

assembled claiming that: ‘The feelings of the populace seem to be strongly against her; so 

much so, indeed, that if circumstances had rendered her appearance necessary in the 

neighbourhood of her late residence [are her dead parents’ house], it is more than probable 

that personal violence would have been the consequence’. The case had evidently captured 

the morbid curiosity of the British newspaper reading public. It soon became an historical 

prism of the three types of moral panic that were to fascinate the press during the 19th 

century – infanticide, parricide, and violent homicide cases by perpetrated by women. By 

examining the storylines in the press we can engage with the cultural compost of the 

popular reception of the capital code, revealing many of the sensitive issues facing medico-

legal officials tasked with punishing females guilty of homicide. For Jane Scott’s case was not 

simply about a daughter killing her parents – an affront to patriarchy and the stability of the 

family in society – but also involved child killing and a failed courtship. It was these multi-

layered elements  as presented in court that created the context for the spectacle of 

punishment and its penal choreography that unfolded at the Lancaster Assizes. 

 Lancaster was renowned for being one of the main hanging towns in the North of 

England. The Assizes met four times per year. For the presiding judge who usually came up 

from London, it was considered to be a prestigious appointment on the English and Welsh 

court circuit of the 19th century. Murder cases were brought to the Castle on the hill at 

Lancaster. These often required the legal expertise of medico-legal officials with 

considerable experience of the law. Prosecutions at Lancaster were thus held to be of 

symbolic importance to the general maintenance of law and order across England and 
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 Wales. It was a location where notoriety would usually result in the legal teams assembled 

securing a guilty verdict and execution of the prisoner. For this reason, the British press took 

a great deal of interest in the sorts of controversial cases that were brought to public 

attention at Lancaster. Few were surprised therefore when in Jane Scott’s case, Baron 

Bullock a Senior Civil Judge was sent up from London to oversee the proceedings.  

Mr Justice Bailey, a leading barrister, opened the prosecution case for the Crown. He 

set out for the jury how the deceased parents, John and Mary Scott were ‘the victims in this 

horrid affair’. John Scott was a middle-aged travelling salesman in the cotton industry aged 

50. He had a family linen shop in Preston town and ‘was accustomed to attending markets 

and fairs’ to sell his textiles goods to customers across the North of England. Jane’s mother 

aged fifty-three ‘kept house’ and often assisted her husband in his shop keeping duties. 

Their daughter Jane lived in the parental home in Preston and was aged twenty-three. It was 

alleged however that their daughter’s ‘depraved and dissolute conduct had occasioned 

much anxiety’ in her family. She made little contribution to the family business. Instead, the 

prosecutor claimed in his opening remarks to the jury that he would show how: ‘Although 

so young, she – Jane – had already been the mother of two children, the last of which died 

two months ago, so suddenly, suspicions are now entertained of its death having been 

produced by violent means’.3 This was no simple homicide case of pre-mediated murder – it 

was a long tale of deception by a daughter that had brought continual shame on her family.  

One of the main prosecution witnesses called to establish Jane’s character was her brother 

named David Graham. Jane and Graham were step-siblings. They shared the same mother, 

who, after she became widowed, remarried John Scott, Jane’s biological father. David told 

 
3 ‘Varieties – Parricide at Preston’, York Herald, 26 May 1827, Issue 1915. 
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 the prosecuting barrister how he had often been present when his parents ‘had 

remonstrated’ with Jane – ‘they have had sometimes very high words’.4 The last time he had 

witnessed this was about ‘a month or six weeks’ before the fatal poisonings. Evidently the 

presence of David in court caused Jane considerable anxiety because after he said these 

words it was reported that she ‘fainted away, and was carried out of the court in a state of 

insensibility’. David was thus asked to elaborate by the prosecution. He added that Jane had 

been ‘subject to fits’ and general emotional outbursts ‘for the last three years; I think they 

have affected her mind’. The image presented was of a volatile and violent personality. The 

prosecution presented her as a ‘doubly deviant’ women – neither feminine nor circumspect 

morally by acceptable standards of behaviour. In fact, Jane was accused of being a 

seductress and a dangerous character to men. 

 Evidence was presented in court that from the age of sixteen Jane had become 

pregnant. She liked to frequent the local public houses and it was here that she was first 

seduced. Neighbours alleged that she stole regularly from her parents to feed her drinking 

habits and sadly her first illegitimate child had died from natural causes. The parents stood 

by her because of the tragedy. However, in March 1827, Jane Scott had a second pregnancy 

and refused to name her lover. The child again died suddenly, and suspicions of infanticide 

were the subject of considerable local gossip; the coroner though lacked evidence on this 

second occasion and so brought no formal action. Then on 14 May 1827, Jane prepared 

some porridge at home for her parents. Both immediately became violently ill. A local 

surgeon-apothecary, Dr. Brown, was called in by Jane. She also ran to get the help of a close 

neighbour named Hannah Cragg, but Mary Scott died at 3am and John Scott was dead by 

 
4 ‘Dreadful Murder’, Lancaster Gazette, 26 May 1827, column 4. 
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 dawn the following morning. Dr Brown suspected arsenic poisoning because during her 

painful death Mary Scott cried out – ‘I am poisoned’. The neighbour Hannah Cragg verified 

Dr Brown’s testimony. Jane told Hannah she came home and found her parents in pain. 

Hannah Cragg thought in retrospect Jane was using her to establish an alibi. Jane later 

claimed that she had been to a druggist and bought arsenic for rat-poisoning but Dr Brown 

could find no physical evidence of vermin in the family home; the claim was false. Brown 

gave evidence that he told Jane not to touch the pan in which she had mixed the porridge 

on the stove. She disobeyed his order and washed it up. This meant that in court there was 

technically no medical evidence to substantiate the claim of arsenic poisoning. The 

prosecution evidence against Jane included testimony by friends and neighbours about her 

dissolute lifestyle choices and dislike of her parents, but without forensic analysis of the 

contents of the boiling pan it amounted to circumstantial evidence in court. The jury were 

not satisfied that Jane had been ‘proven guilty beyond all reasonable doubt’. They returned 

a verdict of ‘not guilty’ and she was acquitted.5 The case immediately caused widespread 

controversy in the press. Jane had been given the benefit of the doubt by the jury – perhaps 

after the birth of her second child she was of unsound mind – but newspapers editors asked 

what about the circumstances of the suspicion of recent infanticide – why ignore this?  

 The Judge ordered the prosecution to sift more gossip with the assistance of the 

local coroner. The Lancaster case had now taken on a national symbolism of some 

importance to the maintenance of capital punishment in England and Wales. The press 

engaged in a moral panic about the charge of parricide and hinted heavily that infanticide 

was likely. After further door-to-door enquiries there was sufficient medico-legal evidence 

 
5 ‘Lancaster Summer Assizes report’, Manchester Guardian and British Volunteer, 15 September 1827. 
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 to prosecute Jane for a second time. The focus would be her father’s sudden death since 

this seemed to have been pre-meditated for financial benefit – the mother owned no 

property in her own right before the Married Women’s Property Act of 1867. The judge 

decreed that Jane would be re-prosecuted for her father’s killing and the jury would 

consider the circumstances of her mother’s death separately.    

 In the second case, more personal witnesses were called. George Richardson was 

tracked down by the prosecuting counsel. He  gave evidence that he ‘had known Jane Scott 

about two months’. George visited Jane at her family home on the Thursday before the 

murders – ‘I was by her door and she beckoned me to go in’. He explained how: ‘In the 

course of the conversation she wished me to marry her; she said the goods [of the business] 

and two houses were assigned over to her by her father’. The prosecution asked how Gorge 

reacted to this courtship enticement. Richardson said he told Jane, ‘that is nought to me’. 

Jane offered ‘to go a fetch a paper’ to prove what she said. The alleged lover said the legal 

deed seemed to have ‘a stamp on it’ and there ‘were some words written’ but ‘I did not 

understand it’. Another witness named James Shorrocks was then called and he explained 

that he knew Jane because she was a regular visitor to public houses in the town. He 

observed that George Richardson had been courting another young woman in the vicinity 

and Jane Scott sought to entice him away but to no avail. Shorrocks claimed he and Jane 

had a long conversation in which she told him that George Richardson had been courting 

two women and she was angry and jealous at having a rival in love. If, Jane said, ‘George 

wished to make a fool of her, she would make a fool of him’. The Jury then heard Shorrocks 

allege that Jane told him how - ‘Her father and mother were going to die; and her father had 

made over the shop to her; that she was going to Manchester and on her return George 

would marry her’. Further corroborating medical evidence was presented that there was 
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 evidence of mineral deposits found in the stomach of Jane’s dead father, and all the 

evidence by the apothecary-surgeon on duty pointed to pre-meditated murder by someone 

determined to entice her new lover with an inheritance ‘gained by foul means’. This time, 

the jury took just five minutes to convict Jane Scott under the Murder Act (1752). Baron 

Bullock the presiding judge passed the capital sentence – ‘you will be hanged by the neck 

until dead, and then your body will be taken for dissection’. But punishing Jane Scott for 

homicide would prove difficult logistically. In the punishment choreography of the capital 

code the next stages were as emotive as the homicide evidence heard in court. 

Once the body was cut down from the gallows historians have tended to lose 

interest in it. It is rare for studies to go beyond the public gallows and trace the complete 

punishment journey of the criminal corpse condemned to die. This status quo in the 

historical literature has meant that although research has documented (as we have been 

doing in this story) what it meant to be legally dead (convicted in court) and to be socially 

dead (found guilty of murder and ostracised by society), few have traced what it meant to 

be medically dead – when exactly the condemned expired and what it meant culturally to 

publish the body post-mortem. Technically at this stage in our story, Jane Scott was peri-

mortem – at or near the point of capital death. It would prove very difficult for the medico-

legal officials to handle all the punishment choreography of the capital sentence and this 

missing perspective is part of Jane Scott’s crime story too. 

 By 1827, it was the policy of the British state to execute prisoners found guilty of 

homicide inside the prison system rather than on a gallows in a public place. This change in 

policy had come about because medico-legal officials expressed alarm at the size of the 

large crowds that came to witness public executions. Instead of such spectacles being a 

deterrence, they had stimulated a great deal of morbid curiosity. Capital death became a 
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 form of entertainment for the masses. The forces of law and order argued that this was 

immoral and negated the ‘civilising process’ of the capital code. It was now considered 

dangerous to expose the crowd to executions in public places. Jane Scott was thus retained 

inside Lancaster prison which was located within the Castle walls at the top of the town 

where the law courts were located too. The prisoner was ordered to be brought to the 

prison Drop Room, where she would be hanged by an expert executioner responsible for all 

northern hanging towns. Jane however refused to co-operate and this was not uncommon. 

She had asked for a pardon and for the lesser sentence of transportation to Australia but it 

was refused by the Judge on the basis that there were no mitigating circumstances to 

warrant leniency. Then the night before execution day, Jane made a startling confession.  

Jane had a sister (from her mother’s first marriage) that came across to Lancaster to 

visit her before she died.6 To her sister’s shock Jane revealed she had killed her sister’s child 

and wanted forgiveness for her sins. The previous year, the young child was about eighteen 

month’s old and Jane had been asked to care for her nephew. Her sister had quarrelled with 

Jane about her dissolute behaviour and Jane confessed that – ‘When you quarrelled with 

me, I took the child out for a walk and out of revenge to you, I gave it some laudanum and 

killed it’. The child died not long afterwards and Jane told everyone that it had accidentally 

fallen ‘into a pit’. At the time, the coroner accepted her testimony and Jane’s sister grieved 

for her dead son. Jane then explained how she also had killed her own child soon after. She 

had walked out with a man who promised her marriage then deserted her when she 

became pregnant. After the birth, Jane described how she ‘went to a doctor’s in Preston and 

bought an ounce of white powder [arsenic]’ which she mixed with treacle. She returned 

 
6 ‘Confession of Jane Scott – Who Poisoned her own Father and Mother – and her Illegitimate son and her 
nephew’, The Observer, 30 March 1828. 
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 home and took the child in her arms – ‘at tea time she sat him in the chair – she sat opposite 

him – and watching him … almost directly after she fed him she saw the glass come over his 

eyes and he died shortly afterward’. The child was called ‘Tommy’ and although ‘he cried’ 

she told her sister how she had ‘kissed him and made him quiet’. In other words, she had 

murdered him. From the age of fourteen, Jane confessed her life had been dissolute. She 

remarked that she had considered poisoning her step-brother’s wife too because he hurt 

her by calling out her bad behaviour but had held back from doing so. Despite going to 

Sunday School and having kind parents, she had ‘through the instrumentality of other 

women in the town’ gone astray with men. The implication was that Jane had been a young 

prostitute though she never used that term explicitly with her sister. Instead, she said  in her 

elaborate confession that ‘the Devil had possessed her’ and this had caused her ‘dissolute 

habits’. Jane likewise claimed that Richardson and Shorrocks (the two men that gave such 

damning evidence against her in court) had in fact encouraged her to rob her parents for 

money and although she had intended to poison her parents she had not intended to kill 

them. This was why she ran for their neighbour Hannah Cragg and Doctor Brown to help. It 

was not to establish an alibi but to help her save the situation that got out of control. Jane’s 

sister asked the prison chaplain to take down the confession she had been told and this 

corroborated the same storyline.  

 On the morning of her execution, Jane Scott was very agitated. She fainted on the 

way to the Drop Room where she was to be hanged. It was decided to place her in a 

modified wooden chair on wheels to transport her to the execution room. At the sight of 

the gallows she fainted again and was held up by two prison officers. The dead weight of her 

body made it very difficult to place the rope in the correct position on her neck. Ideally, her 

neck would break as the trap-door opened and she could be declared dead by the hangman 
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 and penal surgeon on duty. To see that justice was done, a large crowd had assembled 

outside the Castle prison precinct from across the district – newspapers described how local 

people ‘came from every part of the county’.7 Jane’s ‘arms were secured by ropes’ and two 

female prison warders lifted her up to the gallows, which could be glimpsed outside the 

Castle walls by the assembled crowd. Jane revived from her fainting state, saw the 

assembled over the Castle walls through an open window and looking outside shouted out 

to the crowd ‘What are you staring at?’ The newspaper reporter said that he witnessed how 

with the ‘rope about her neck’ the two female prison officers had to ‘literally drag her’ up to 

the platform to be executed. It was not an edifying and carefully choreographed penal 

process. Now the logistical question was how long would she take to die, and what level of 

public interest would there be in the spectacle of her dissection once she was dead?   

Like many prisoners executed at Lancaster, the penal surgeon was charged with 

checking on her medical death. If the hangman struggled to get the noose in the correct 

place on the neck, then it might not break easily; in the winter cold bodies could also go into 

hypothermia and confuse the penal surgeon. It was not unknown for the rope to slip, the 

neck not to break, and bodies in a coma, to revive on the dissection table. Fortunately, Jane 

was being hanged in the summer period. However, one of the main penal complications in 

cases like Jane Scott was that not only would the condemned defecate and urinate during 

the execution process, but in women the womb generally prolapsed and spontaneous 

menstruation caused considerable bleeding at the scene. Few executioners were willing to 

elaborate on how hard it was to handle a body that smelt foul, was very slippery, and sticky 

from bodily fluids. If the condemned also resisted the penal process and had to be dragged 

 
7 Confession of Jane Scott – Who Poisoned her own Father and Mother – and her Illegitimate son and her 
nephew’, The Observer, 30 March 1828. 
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 to the rope to be hung up on a chain placed over a beam (the case for Jane) then ‘becoming 

truly dead, took time’ – more time than the penal personnel involved admitted in public. As 

a precaution, therefore, the penal surgeon made a crucial incision with a lancet across Jane 

Scott’s chest once he could no longer hear the heartbeat. He placed his hands inside the 

body cavity to check on the pulse for himself, ensured the lungs had stopped inflating, and 

observed that life had ebbed from the body. The ‘dangerous dead’ that did from time-to-

time revive, necessitated this crucial penal 

step called anatomisation. It was why the 

penal code was carefully worded – the body 

was to be ‘anatomised’ (step 1 to check on 

medical death) and ‘dissected’ (step 2 to 

enact the post-mortem punishment). Now 

the prison gates were opened and the 

surgeons carried the dead body down the hill 

into the town to dissect the body at the 

Lancaster infirmary at the bottom of Castle 

Hill in the town. Into the front room of this 

building the tens of thousands that had 

assembled were permitted to walk past the 

body laid out before its dissection (see 

image). In notorious cases the authorities 

had learned by experience that the post-

execution spectacle was as important to the 
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 crowd as the execution itself – a factor often misunderstood in crime histories of the period.  

Jane Scott after 24-hour viewing by the crowd – at a rate of 833 people per hour –– some 14 

people per minute – a total of nearly 20, 000 that circled the dissection table set up in the 

small room of the infirmary – witnessed for themselves that Jane ‘truly dead’. Once the view 

of the body was complete, the surgeons on duty dissected this valuable specimen of a 

female prisoner. They could study her womb, and young anatomy. Like infamous female 

murderers, Jane Scott entered a museum culture and created material afterlives that spoke 

of a story of infanticide, parricide, and the spectacle of capital punishment for posterity. 
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